
Dt: 03-02-2020

This is to inform that, Department of Botany and Applied life sciences is going to
conduct "Vana Mahotsavam" festival by the student of life sciences department. In this context

we inform all the life science students to attend the programme.
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Dt:24-ll-2021

NOTICE

All the students and faculty are hereby informed that motor vehicles are not
allowed into the campus so as to minimize carbon emission and pollution. All the class
teachers requested to inform the students to park their vehicles in the parking zone provided in
the campus.
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Dt:24-ll-2021

This is to inform you all the faculty and students that we have
made an MOU with Municipal Corporation and Gramadeep on plastic
free, Eluru. We decided to throw reusable plastic waste into the cages
which we iuranged in our campus to make our campus clean and green.
So we request all the faculty and students utilize the cages to discard
reusable plastic.
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DT:L5-O9-2022

NOTICE

This is to inform that Department of commerce is planing to plant some medical

Plants on the eve of world Ozone day on L6-09-2022 at 10:30 am So, interested
candidates can come and join in the programme.
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Dt:06-12-2022

I{OTTCE

This is to inform you all the faculty and studenis we w.ant to
gently remind that plucking the flolvers harms our ecosystem and deprives others
of enjoying their beauty, please admire and don't pick the flowers.
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Dt:24-04-2023

NOTICE

This is to inform all the students as per the UGC Guidelines
tomorrow onwards semester end examinations will be going to start so

interested students help physically challenged students receiving them
and guide them to their examination hall.
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